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Abstract—Nowadays there are different ways to make image
stitching with help of Fiducial Point Descriptors (FPD), whose
find the matches between images for an application, such as
SIFT and calculates the homography with RANSAC. However, by
finding the right match when we have images on differents points
of view could be difficult. This paper introduces the application
of q-SIFT, a newest variation of SIFT in a stitch algorithm, that
can recognize large viewpoint changes called as LVC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Image stitching is a process for combining multiple images
with overlapping fields of view into a new one with more
resolution. It is becoming a common practice to replicate
great scenarios from software, such as stitching algorithms or
from cameras with special lenses. Stitch algorithm has several
uses, can be used for replicate a 3D inner scenario for games
develop, can be used for leisure like take a picture, and for
academic applications. Several works demonstrate that there
are two types of stitch algorithms, one that requires a manual
initialization [18] [19] and another that get information based
on the features of the images [27] [6] [17] [5] [4].

The actual progress in softwares for attach images, such
as autostitch algorithm created by Brown and Lowe [4],
demonstrates that it is becoming more efficient to use feature
based on methods with matching between images, that uses
Fiducial Point Descriptors (FPD) to calculate homography and
do the stitch.

On the other hand, new theories for image analysis have
been proposed in computer vision. One of the most well-
known is the Tsallis non-extensive statistics, which has gen-
erated new enthusiasms in several areas of application.

In this paper we are testing a recent method in stitch algo-
rithms, showing the application of a new SIFT [16] variation,
that use a q-Gaussian in DoG equation, called q-SIFT, for
stitch algorithm. This algorithm, recently proposed in [24] for
fiducial points computation in videos, proved to be efficient
in relation to the traditional SIFT strategy. In this work, the
q-SIFT can make it possible to stitch images or video frames
with a long viewpoint changes with a better computational
time.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we present some literature about related works that
contains explanations about FPD algorithms and about stitch
methods. Section III and IV we describe SIFT and one of its
variation called q-SIFT. In Section V we describe one of the
ways for stitching images based on Brown and Lowe Stitching
methods. In Section VI we describe the overall computational
complexity for learning purposes. In Section VII we present
our tests and results. Finally, in the Section VIII conclusions
and ideas for future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

In [11], the authors propose an improved method for user
orientation and positioning. Other works use GPS sensors
in order to track user location. However, such sensors are
impacted by buildings and are not adequate to common indoor
applications. Their approach to finding the users location and
orientation relative to the real-world environment is based on
image registration between video frames and a set of images.
The method was improved to be robust with respect to lighting
changes by using the weighted sum of absolute difference of
both brightness and its gradient between images.

In the paper [12], with the increasing interest in generation
of virtual environment (VE) from real scenes, the authors
propose a panoramic mesh model generation method from
multiple range data for indoor scene reconstruction. The
authors use a 3D point cloud as the algorithm input; as result,
a panoramic mesh model of indoor scene is generated. The
depth information of the scene is preserved in most cases and
an adaptive sampling can be performed in order to reduce the
size of the resulting mesh model for practical usage. Their
proposed method is applicable to other modelling applications
which handling multiple range data.

Image Alignment is a subject that has not been much studied
by researchers in recent times. As a solution to this problem,
the authors of [15] propose a method, called ”SIFT FLOW”,
for the alignment of an image to its neighbours. Histograms
intersections on a bag-of-visual-word representation is used to
find the set of nearest neighbours. The SIFT FLOW algorithm


